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My research interests lie primarily in extremal graph theory. Broadly, given a graph parameter
ρ, I enjoy tackling problems of the form “What is the extremal value of ρ(G) over all graphs G in
some family H?” In doing this, we generally seek to relate the parameter ρ(G) to some other, more
accessible, parameter of G, such as the number of vertices or the maximum degree. One often attacks
these sorts of questions by first determining the extremal value of ρ(G) over a class of graphs with
helpful properties, then considering successively more restrictive or more general classes. For example,
one might try to determine the extremal value of ρ(G) over all graphs having minimum degree at
least k; as k increases, the minimum degree constraint becomes more restrictive, and enforces stronger
bounds on ρ(G).

I am especially interested in “game” parameters and “on-line” parameters. Game parameters
model competitions between two or more parties with conflicting objectives using graphs as game
boards. On-line parameters model situations in which decisions must be made in “real time”, before
all pertinent data is known; formally, one wants to achieve some task on an input graph that is revealed
gradually, instead of presented all at once. These two areas are closely related, for on-line parameters
can often be viewed as game parameters in which one player gradually constructs the input graph.

Most of the problems I have studied thus far belong to two specific areas of graph theory, namely
graph domination and Ramsey theory. Below, I outline my work in each of these areas, then give
short synopses of my work on other topics.

Domination

My earliest research in graph theory dealt with graph domination. A dominating set in a graph
G is a set S of vertices such that every vertex in G either belongs to S or has a neighbor in S. Graph
domination applies naturally to many tasks, including facility location and network construction. For
example, in constructing a cellular phone network, one needs to choose locations for the towers to
cover a large region as cheaply as possible. This is a domination problem: the vertices of the graph
are the locations that need coverage, the neighborhood of a vertex is the area that a tower at that
vertex would cover, and a dominating set is any set of locations at which one could place towers to
cover the whole region. In such applications, typically we seek the smallest dominating set in a graph
G; its size is the domination number of G, denoted γ(G). Many variants of domination have been
studied extensively and have applications such as construction of error-correcting codes for digital
communication and efficient data routing in wireless networks.

One such variant of domination was proposed by Stewart [19], who motivated it with the following
legend. In the 4th century A.D., Constantine the Great issued a decree to ensure the protection of the
Roman empire. Constantine ordered that each city in the empire either have a legion stationed within
it for defense or lie near a city with two standing legions. This way, if a defenseless city were attacked,
a nearby city could dispatch reinforcements without leaving itself defenseless. The natural problem
is to determine how few legions suffice to protect the empire. This problem generalizes naturally
to graphs; the minimum number of legions needed to protect a graph G is the Roman domination
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number of G, denoted γR(G). More formally, a Roman dominating function (or RDF) of G is a function
f : V (G)→ {0, 1, 2} such that if f(v) = 0, then f(w) = 2 for some neighbor w of v. The weight of an
RDF f is

∑
v∈V (G) f(v), and γR(G) is the minimum weight of an RDF of G.

In 2005, Chambers, Prince, West, and I [10] solved several extremal problems on Roman domina-
tion. We proved that γR(G) ≤ 4

5 |V (G)| for all connected graphs G and that γR(G) ≤ 8
11 |V (G)| for all

connected graphs G with minimum degree at least 2, except for a few small counterexamples; in both
cases we characterized those graphs for which equality holds. In addition, we established tight lower
and upper bounds on the quantities γR(G) + γR(G) and γR(G) · γR(G). While the field of Roman
domination is young, the parameter has attracted interest; although our paper appeared in publication
only about two years ago, it has already been cited in one published paper and in numerous preprints.

I have also recently studied a game variant of graph domination. Two players, “Dominator” and
“Staller”, alternately choose vertices of a graph G. Let S be the set of vertices chosen so far (by either
player); the game lasts until S is a dominating set of G. We impose the additional restriction that each
move must strictly increase the number of vertices “dominated” so far. Dominator aims to minimize
the size of the final dominating set, while Staller aims to maximize it. When Dominator plays first
and both players play optimally, the size of the final dominating set is the game domination number
of G, denoted γg(G). (This parameter was introduced by Brešar, Klavžar, and Rall [5]; it differs from
the parameter called “game domination number” by Alon, Balogh, Bollobás, and Szabó [1].)

With any game parameter, the additional flexibility of the game setting introduces certain inherent
challenges. Bounding the value of a game parameter requires giving a strategy for one of the players,
then analyzing its performance against any possible strategy for the other player. For example,
proving an upper bound for game domination number over a class of graphs requires giving a strategy
for Staller. Often this is not too difficult; after enough study, one “knows” how both players “should”
play. The true difficulty is in proving that Staller’s strategy fares well enough against all possible
Dominator strategies, even when Dominator makes moves that seem obviously suboptimal. As such,
even elementary results on game parameters often have intricate and difficult proofs.

West, Zamani, and I have produced several significant results on game domination number ([15],
[16]). We have shown that starting the game with some vertices “pre-dominated” can never increase
the game domination number; this fundamental lemma does much to simplify proofs and facilitate
reasoning about the game. (Although the result sounds intuitively obvious, it is still significant, as
the parameter γg often behaves counter-intuitively.) An easy consequence of this result is that the
choice of starting player can affect the length of the game by at most 1, which was conjectured in [5].
We have also shown that forcing Staller to play first can actually decrease the length of the game on
general graphs but not on trees; this refutes a conjecture in [5] and confirms one in [6].

The definition of γg immediately implies γg(G) ≤ |V (G)|, with equality when G has no edges.
We have shown that γg(G) ≤ 7

11 |V (G)| whenever G is a forest with no isolated vertices. However,
we conjecture that, under these conditions, γg(G) ≤ 3

5 |V (G)|. This bound would be tight, and
computational data suggest that it holds. As partial progress, we have proved that the bound holds
when each component of G is a (nontrivial) caterpillar. We also expect that γg(G) ≤ 3

5 |V (G)| for all
graphs G without isolated vertices; here we proved a weaker upper bound of

⌈
7
10 |V (G)|

⌉
. In the future,

it would also be interesting to determine the maximum value of γg over graphs with minimum degree
at least k or connectivity at least k, for small values of k. One could also investigate the domination
game on graphs for which ordinary domination has been well-studied, such as hypercubes and grid
graphs.
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Ramsey Theory

Another large portion of my work is in graph Ramsey theory. Given graphs H and G, we write
H

s→ G (or “H forces G”) when every s-edge-coloring of H yields a monochromatic G (a subgraph
isomorphic to G in which all edges have the same color). Ramsey’s Theorem implies that for any
graph G and any positive integer s, if we choose n large enough, then Kn

s→ G (where Kn denotes the
complete graph on n vertices); the least such n is the s-color Ramsey number of G, denoted R(G; s).
While graph domination models many “real-world” problems, the applications of Ramsey theory more
often lie within mathematics and computer science. For example, suppose we have a table of size n,
which we fill with integer keys. Given some key x, we want to determine whether x is in the table,
and we want to do so using a strategy to examine as few cells of the table as possible. Yao [20] used
Ramsey’s Theorem to show that if the universe of possible keys is large enough relative to n, then the
optimal approach is to store keys within the table in sorted order and check membership using binary
search.

In traditional graph Ramsey theory, one fixes some graph G and seeks the least n such that Kn

forces G. However, when G has relatively few edges, this seems “wasteful”: if we just want to force
a monochromatic G, then we may not need all the edges afforded by a complete graph. For example,
consider Pn, the path on n vertices. Any graph that forces Pn must have at least n vertices, but in fact
there exist graphs with maximum degree 4 that force Pn. This motivates looking for sparse graphs
that force G. We define the s-color degree Ramsey number of a graph G, denoted R∆(G; s), to be
min{∆(H) : H

s→ G}. When s = 2, we sometimes write just R∆(G).
In 2008, Milans, West, and I [13] began studying this parameter. We determined R∆(G; s) exactly

when G is a star, extending a result of Burr, Erdős, and Lovász [3] (who solved the case s = 2). We
also determined R∆(G) when G is a double-star (a tree with diameter 3); this result follows easily from
a few classical theorems in graph theory. We have also investigated R∆(G; s) when G is a double-star
and s > 2. Here a sophisticated proof yields, for each s, asymptotically tight bounds forR∆(G; s)
in terms of ∆(G): the upper bound argument uses algebraic graph theory and certain properties of
Ramanujan graphs, while the lower bound argument uses a probabilistic construction and the Local
Lemma. Additionally, we have shown that R∆(C4; 2) = 5; to prove this result, we in fact proved
the stronger statement that every 4-regular graph has a 2-edge-coloring that simultaneously avoids
monochromatic 3-cycles and monochromatic 4-cycles.

I am still actively studying this topic. When T is a tree, Jiang, Milans, and West [12] showed that
R∆(T ; s) ≤ 2s(∆(T )− 1); our work on double-stars shows that this bound is asymptotically tight as
s tends to infinity, but perhaps the bound can be improved for fixed s. I want either to strengthen
this bound or to construct examples proving its tightness. At the moment, I am focusing on the case
s = 2, since progress here would likely generalize to larger s. I also plan to study the behavior of
R∆(G) over various classes of dense graphs. In these cases it may be infeasible to determine exact
values of R∆(G), but at least it should be possible to determine some asymptotic bounds. Another
interesting direction for future research would be to determine whether R∆(G) is bounded above by
some function of ∆(G).

The degree Ramsey number has an interesting on-line analogue. Consider a game in which
“Builder” and “Painter” iteratively construct an edge-colored graph. In each round, Builder presents
an edge, which Painter colors red or blue. (Builder can introduce new vertices as needed.) Builder
aims to force a monochromatic copy of some target graph G, while Painter aims to avoid this. Ram-
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sey’s Theorem implies that Builder can always win by presenting a large complete graph; to make the
game more interesting, we impose the restriction that the presented graph have maximum degree at
most d. The on-line degree Ramsey number of G, denoted R̊∆(G), is the minimum d for which Builder
can force a monochromatic G even when Painter plays optimally. Note that always R̊∆(G) ≤ R∆(G):
in “off-line” degree Ramsey theory, Painter may study the entire graph before giving a coloring, but
in the on-line variant, Painter must color each edge as it is presented, without knowledge of future
edges. Thus, Painter is weaker in the on-line model.

Butterfield, Grauman, Milans, Stocker, West, and I introduced this parameter in 2007 and proved
some fundamental results [4]. (The underlying Builder/Painter model had been introduced earlier
by Beck [2].) We classified those graphs G for which R̊∆(G) ≤ 3, showed that R̊∆(G) ≤ 2∆(G) − 1
whenever G is a tree, showed that this bound holds with equality whenever G has adjacent vertices
of maximum degree, proved that 4 ≤ R̊∆(Cn) ≤ 5 (with equality in the lower bound when n is even
or sufficiently large), and proved that R̊∆(G) ≤ 6 when G has maximum degree at most 2.

In these results, our lower bounds come from straightforward Painter strategies, in which Painter
plays “greedily”: when presented with an edge, Painter colors it red so long as the red subgraph will
belong to some class H. Our upper bounds require more complicated Builder strategies, in which
Builder constructs a monochromatic G one edge at a time. In these strategies, Builder maintains
“partial” copies of G in each color, produces many of these partial copies, and presents edges join-
ing them in such a way that Painter must either augment one of the copies or directly produce a
monochromatic G. Eventually, one of the partial copies grows to include a copy of G, and Builder
wins. Our techniques were extended by Rolnick [17, 18], who used them to show that R̊∆(Cn) ≤ 4 for
all n and characterized those trees T for which R̊∆(T ) = 4.

I recently returned to this topic. I have extended many of our earlier results to the more general
setting where Painter has s different colors available [14]. In this new model, we denote the analogous
parameter by R̊∆(G; s). I have determined R̊∆(G; s) when G is a path, a star, or a double-star with
central vertices of the same degree. More significantly, I have proved that R̊∆(G; s) ≤ s(∆(G)− 1) + 1
whenever G is a tree, with equality when G has adjacent vertices of maximum degree. Although these
results do extend my previous joint work with Butterfield et al., they require new techniques; while the
high-level approaches are similar, Builder loses quite a bit of power when s increases past 2, and must
use more sophisticated strategies. All of these results also generalize to the “non-diagonal” model,
where there are multiple target graphs, G1, . . . , Gs, and Builder aims to produce a copy of some Gi

in color i. Finally, I have shown the existence of a function f such that R̊∆(C2k; s) ≤ f(s). (That is,
R̊∆(C2k; s) is bounded by a constant when s is fixed.)

Many areas of this topic demand further exploration. The most intriguing question is to determine
whether R̊∆(G) is, in general, bounded above by some function of ∆(G); our earlier work shows that
this is the case when ∆(G) = 2, but even when ∆(G) = 3 the question is open. I expect that when
∆(G) = 3 there is no constant bound on R̊∆(G), but proving this would require the development of
new strategies for Painter. In the s-color setting, it would be interesting to determine the exact value
of R̊∆(G; s) when G is a short cycle; this problem also seems to require new Painter strategies, but
may be more approachable. Further in the future, I want to understand the behavior of R̊∆(G) on
some classes of dense graphs. As in the “off-line” case, it may be difficult to determine R̊∆(G) exactly,
but determining the asymptotics should be feasible.
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Other Topics

In the chain game on a partially-ordered set (or “poset”), two players called Maker and Breaker
alternately select elements of the poset. Maker wins by selecting all elements of some chain of pre-
scribed length; Breaker wins by preventing this. Cranston, Milans, Puleo, West, and I introduced the
chain game [9] and studied it on products of chains. (The product of posets P and Q is the poset
with underlying set {(p, q) : p ∈ P, q ∈ Q}, where (p1, q1) � (p2, q2) provided p1 �P p2 and q1 �Q q2.)
In [9], we showed that if P is the product of d chains, with r being the maximum size among these
factor chains and k being the maximum size of a chain in P , then Maker can build a chain of length
k−br/2c. Moreover, Breaker can prevent Maker from obtaining any longer chain. Thus, in this game,
Maker can construct a chain of near-maximum length in P .

In the ordered chain game, we additionally require that Maker choose the elements of his winning
chain in increasing order. To distinguish between the games, we call the players of the ordered chain
game “Walker” and “Blocker”, motivated by the intuition that Walker wants to “walk” along a chain
from bottom to top. The d-dimensional k-wedgeWk

d is the poset whose elements are the nonnegative-
integer d-tuples with sum less than k, where (x1, . . . , xd) � (y1, . . . , yd) provided xi ≤ yi for all i. For
the ordered chain game on Wk

2 , we showed that Walker can construct a chain of length d2k/3e and
that this is best possible. On the other hand, by constructing a correspondence between the ordered
chain game and Conway’s Angel-Devil game, for Wk

14 we showed that Walker can always construct a
chain of length k; in other words, Blocker cannot impede Walker. This suggests searching for the least
d such that Walker can hit all levels of Wk

d ; we conjecture that the answer is 3.

In standard graph coloring, we assign colors to the vertices of a graph so that adjacent vertices
get distinct colors. This is a classical graph problem and has spawned many interesting variants.
Several of these variants restrict the colors of vertices that are near each other, but not necessarily
adjacent. In [7], Bickle and Phillips introduced such a variation. A t-tone k-coloring of G assigns to
each vertex of G a set of t colors from {1, . . . , k} so that vertices at distance d share fewer than d
common colors. This notion is especially appealing when t = 2. In this case, each vertex receives a
set of two colors; adjacent vertices receive disjoint sets and vertices at distance 2 receive distinct sets.
The t-tone chromatic number of a graph G, denoted τt(G), is the minimum k such that G has a t-tone
k-coloring.

Bickle and Phillips proved that always τ2(G) ≤ [∆(G)]2 + ∆(G), but conjectured that in fact
τ2(G) ≤ 2∆(G)+2. Cranston, Kim, and I [8] recently made significant progress toward this conjecture
by proving that always τ2(G) ≤

⌈
(2 +

√
2)∆(G)

⌉
. We also proved somewhat stronger bounds for

graphs that are bipartite or chordal. When G has maximum degree 3, we verified the conjecture by
showing that τ2(G) ≤ 8. We also investigated t-tone coloring for general t. We showed that always
τt(G) ≤ (t2 + t)∆(G); thus, the t-tone chromatic number of a graph is bounded above by a linear
function of its maximum degree. For certain classes of graphs, we have asymptotically stronger bounds;
in particular, τt(G) ≤ 5t + 5t2[∆(G)]1−1/t when G is planar. Finally, we showed that for every t, we
have τt(T ) = Θ(

√
∆(T )) whenever T is a tree.

Given fixed graphs F and H, we say that a subgraph G of H is F -saturated relative to H if F 6⊆ G,
but F ⊆ G+e for any e ∈ E(H)−E(G). Saturation has traditionally been studied relative to Kn. The
maximum number of edges in a graph that is F -saturated relative to Kn is the extremal number of F ,
denoted ex(F ;n); the minimum is the saturation number of F , denoted sat(F ;n). In the F -saturation
game on H, two players, Max and Min, construct a subgraph G of H by alternately adding edges of
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H. Both players must maintain the property that F 6⊆ H; the game ends when no valid moves remain,
meaning that G is F -saturated relative to H. Max wants to maximize the length of the game, while
Min wants to minimize it. When Max starts the game and both players play optimally, the length of
the game is the game F -saturation number of H, denoted satg(F,H).

The saturation game was introduced by Füredi, Reimer, and Seress [11]. Calling it a vari-
ant of “Hajnal’s triangle-free game”, they studied satg(K3,Kn). Since the F -saturation game al-
ways produces an F -saturated graph, we trivially have sat(K3, n) ≤ satg(K3,Kn) ≤ ex(K3, n);
hence satg(K3,Kn) = Ω(n) and satg(K3,Kn) = O(n2). Füredi, Reimer, and Seress showed that
satg(K3,Kn) = Ω(n lg n), but the best known upper bound is still O(n2). I am actively inves-
tigating satg(C4,Kn,n), the natural bipartite analogue of this problem. (Here Kn,n denotes the
complete bipartite graph with n vertices in each partite set.) Considering the minimum and max-
imum number of edges in a C4-saturated bipartite graph shows that satg(C4,Kn,n) = Ω(n) and
satg(C4,Kn,n) = O(n3/2). I have shown that satg(C4,Kn,n) = Ω(n13/12); the proof of this result
involves some lemmas on ordinary saturation that may be of independent interest. I expect that my
techniques can be used to show that satg(C4,Kn,n) = Θ(n3/2), and I am working on proving this.

Cranston, O, West, and I are currently studying satg(P3, G). Since all P3-saturated graphs are
matchings, we call this quantity as the game matching number of G. We denote by α′(G) the maximum
size of a matching in G; to evoke the connection between these parameters, we usually write α′g(G)
instead of satg(P3, G). Among our results are that always α′g(G) ≥ (2/3)α′(G) and that α′g(T ) ≥
(3/4)α′(T ) when T is a tree; both bounds are sharp, and for the latter bound we have a partial
characterization of when equality holds. We have also studied the relationship between α′g(G) and
|V (G)| when G is a cubic graph (that is, a graph in which all vertices have degree 3). For such graphs
G, we have shown that α′g(G) ≥ (17/49) |V (G)|. On the other hand, we have an infinite family of cubic
graphs G for which α′g(G) is roughly (7/18) |V (G)|. Finally, we have shown that α′g(G) = |V (G)| /2
for any graph G of the form H �Km,n; that is, on such graphs, Min is powerless to hinder Max.
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